
Elko County School District 
Theater Arts Curriculum 

 
Course Title: Theater Arts 
Grade Level: 9-12 
 
Texts: Theater Art in Action; An Introduction to Modern One-Act Plays 
 
Elko County School District believes experiencing the arts helps young people explore, 
understand, and respect cultural diversity. Through education in theatre, students study 
and integrate acting, designing, directing, script writing, researching, analyzing and 
critiquing, and understanding contexts of theatrical forms. Systematic involvement in 
theatrical arts also facilitates the important modes of physical, cognitive, and emotional 
development of students because they gain powerful tools.  Elko County’s young people 
can arrive at a broad-based, well-grounded understanding of the nature, value, and 
meaning of theatrical arts as a part of their own humanity.  The philosophy and rationale 
of the Theater Arts courses follow five basic objectives. 
 
Components of Theatrical Production 
 

Students will learn and recognize components of theatrical production. 
 

A. Students will understand and perform scriptwriting. 
a. Read various scripts 
b. Write a script in proper format for stage, television, film, or electronic media. 
c. Describe and demonstrate different lighting and sound techniques and equipment for 

film, stage, television, or electronic media. 
d. Design and/or use a light and/or sound plot for film, stage, television, or electronic media. 

B. Students will experience and display directing techniques. 
a. Follow directions and advice of various directors. 
b. Direct small productions. 
c. Co-direct large productions. 

C. Students will recognize, understand, and be involved in the process of theatrical production. 
a. Produce or be involved in small class skits or plays. 
b. Produce or be involved in at least one full-length class production. 
c. Conduct auditions, cast characters, direct scenes, and conduct production meetings. 
d. Plan and/or implement the financing of a production. 
e. Create a variety of materials for a media campaign for theater, film, television, or 

electronic media. 
f. Work collaboratively and safely to design and/or construct a variety of scenic devices 

(e.g. scenic drops). 
g. Justify choices of costumes, make-up and props as they relate to the interpretation of a 

production. 
 
Role of the Actor in the Theater 
 

Students will understand and demonstrate the role of the actor in the theater. 
 

A. Students will analyze and describe the physical, emotional, and social dimensions of characters 
found in a variety of text. 



B. Students will identify, examine, and demonstrate various classical and contemporary acting 
techniques and methods. 

a. Overcome or cope with stage fright. 
b. Develop performance skills such as concentration, voice, body movement, audience 

awareness, projection, improvisation and memorization. 
C. Students will create and sustain a character within an ensemble for stage, film, television, or 

electronic media. 
 
 
Critical and Creative Thinking Skills 
 
Students will apply and demonstrate critical and creative thinking skills in theater, film 
television, or electronic media. 

A. Students will critique the effectiveness of the visual, aural, and kinesthetic elements of a 
performance. 

B. Students will justify personal aesthetic criteria for critiquing a dramatized performance. 
C. Students will compare and contrast classical and contemporary dramas and comedies in various 

media. 

Cross-curricular Theatrical Experiences  

Students will recognize and explain how theatrical experiences contribute to a better 
understanding of history, culture, and human relationships. 

A. Compare and contrast the ways in which universal themes and archetypes in dramatized events 
are expressed in another culture and another historical period. 

B. Analyze methods of conflict resolution among characters. 

Theater, Other Arts, and Academic Disciplines 

Students will make connections with theater, the other arts, and academic disciplines.  

A. Students will analyze the ways in which common themes or stories are interpreted in works from 
the four arts areas. 

B. Students will analyze the development of dramatic forms, production practices, and theatrical 
traditions across cultures and historical periods. 

C. Students will evaluate different ways technology is used to enhance theater, film, and television. 

 


